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I
I. INTRODUCTION

There is at present considerable interest in the causes and effects
of erosion of gun tubes1. Recent experimental results on the interaction
of combustion gases with steel alloys indicate that chemical effects
can be important in the erosion of steel and may even exceed those of the
melt and wipe-off mechanism for certain combustion conditions

2.

A reliable means of computationally simulating erosion processes
would be a valuable tool to aid in interpreting the experimental data
and in providing estimates for erosion behavior under conditions
difficult or impossible to simulate experimentally. In addition, an
accurate microscopic sodel would advance our fundamental understanding
of hot gas-metal surface reaction mechanisms.

A detailed microscopic or quantum-chemical treatment of the
interaction of a gas with a metal surface may be divided into two
separate areas : 1) a description of the movement of the atoms during
collisions in response to the forces exerted upon them ; 2) a
description of the forces actin g upon the atoms. This latter descrip-
tion is equivalent to specifying the potential energy of the system
since the force is always derivable from a potential for any system in
which energy is conserved .

The interaction of a gas with a metal surface is int imately involved
in the process of chemi sorpt ion , a process which may be loosel y defined as
the adsorption of atoms or molecu løs upon a sur face with a binding energy
tn excess of a certain energy, say one eV. 3 In many cases the adso rption
energies are high enough that the process corresponds to electron sharing ,
i.e., chemical bonding .

In view of the fact that computational method s of quantum chemistry
are having increasingly far ranging applications , a task was initiated
with the objective of d.t.rmtning if these methods might be profi tably
applied to understanding chemiso rption , thus enablin g one to gain
insigh t into erosion processes .

S

During the execution of this task much previously unreported
information regarding the quantum-chemical model was obtained and is
reported here.

1. Tn -Servi ce ~m 1~~s Wear and Erosion Symposium, US Arm’ Armament
Research end D.vel~pmsnt C~~~nd, Dover, NJ March 1977.

2. A.C. Alkids.s, L.H. Caveny, 14. Su erfield, and J.W. Johnson, High
Pressure and High Temperature Gas Metal Interactions, presented at
13th JAti~AF Combustion Confenenc., Monterey, CA, September, 1976.

3. S E .  Lyo and ft. Gamer , Interactio ns on Metal Surfaces Sprin ger-
Verlag, Berlin , 1975, p. 41.
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II. ThEORY

In order to supply useful information on the process of chemi-
sorption, a theoretical model should be capable of: 1) describing
excited states, 2) predicting reasonable dissociation energies,
3) predicting reaionabl . equilibrium internuc lear separations; and,
for some problems , 4) predicting accurate dipole moments. Also,
the method should be capable of reasonably priced calculations. An
accurate description of excit ed states is necessa ry since many of
the atoms will be in excited states. The need for an accurate
dissociation energy and equilibrium internuclear separation can best
be understood with the aid of Figure I. Two atoms , forming a molecule
in its ground state, will have their nuclei separated by an average
distance ~~ at which the electronic energy will be a minimum. Any
separation, r, less than r0 will cause the energy to increase, becoming
larger as z becomes smaller . As r beco es larger than r

~ 
the energy

will also increase, asymptotically approaching the sum of the energies
of the indiv idual atoms , shown as the zero value of energy in the
figure . The difference between this zero of energy and the energy at
th. average internuclear separat ion, r0, is the dissocia tion or bonding
energy, 1b’ An amount of energy equivalent to Li, is the least amount
requir ed to dissociate the molecule into its constituent atoms. A
similar situation occurs when a gas approaches a metal surface; the
total electronic energy will vary, the occurrence of a minimum implying
that the gas may stick to the metal surface. One would like to be
able to calculat e whether the gas does stick to the surface and, if so,
how strongly it is held there. The characterization of these problems
requires an accurate determination of equilibrium separation distances
and dissociation energies . The importance of the dipole moment is
thought to be in its relatio n to the change of work function with
crystal sy etry plane4 .

A method which we have exp’ored for studying these various aspects
relating to chemisorption is the X-e method5, a single-electron, self-
consistent-field method. The term “single-electron” means that the
electrons are each considered to be moving in a field resulting from
the atomic nuclei and an average charge density due to all other
electrons, except the particular one in question, considered together.
This is in distinction to a many-body approach where the interaction
of each electron with each other electron would be explicitly taken
into account. To achieve self-consistency, one starts with an initial
potential for the molecule, V, in this case a superposition of atomic

4. L.D. Sc) idt, in Interactions on Metal Surfaces, Springer-
Verlag , Berlin, 1975, p. 41.

5. J.C. Slater , The Self-Consistent Field for Molecules and Solids,
Vol . 4 of Quantum Theory of Molecules and Solids, McGiaw-Hill
(New York) , 1974. •
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Figure 1. Electronic Energy as a Function of Internuclear Separation
(schematic).



potentials. From this initial potential the single-electron eigenvalues ,
the wave function, $, and the charge density, p, are successively

generated. A new potential aay be generated from the charge density.
The entire process is iterated until the new potential differs insignifi-
cantly from the i ediately previous potential. When this occurs, the
calculation is said to be self-consistent.

For a molecule or solid the Xo theory is often implemented through
the multiple-scattering formalism which adopts a muffin-tin (t.fF)
approximation6 to the potential. This muffin-tin potential consists
of a separate spherically symaetric region of potential centered at
each atomic nucleus, regions I and II in Figure 2. These regions
are usually chosen to be touching. The entire cluster of atomic
ootentia ls is surround~ ! by another sphere , outside of which is also a
region of spherically averaged potential , region IV. This sphere is
usually chosen just large enough to contain the atomic regions. In the
remaining space, which is neither outside the large outer sphere or
inside any atomic sphere, region III , the potential is taken to be a
constant. Improved agreement with experiment has sometimes been obtained
by allowing the spheres to overlap 7.

This type of potential (MT) , while quite good for many purposes,
is too severe an approximation for accurate calculations of many
properties. To remedy this situation one may incorporate what are
known as “non-muffin-tin”

8 (?Sf~) corrections. It would be costly at
present to calculate the “true” Xis potential without introducing
restrictive approximations. However, calculation of the muffin-tin
potential and the first few terms in the perturbation-like expansion
for the difference between the “true” Xa potential and the muffin-tin
potential is not exceedingly costly. Thus one is able to calculate a
more accurate approximation to the Xis potential. These N?.fr corrections
are able to remove many of the restrictions of the muffin-tin potential
while not increasing computer-time requirements to impractical amounts.
The NI4T corrections consist of terms which are linear (Nt4T-L) in Ap and
a term which is quadratic (NMT-Q) in Ap ~here ~p is an approximation
of the difference between the x-a and z-a muffin-tin charge
density. The energy arising from these ?l’fl terms, < âE~~ > , is given
by

6. Ibid, pg. 101.
7. K.H. Johnson, P. Herman, and R. ICjellander in, Electronic Structure

of Polymers and Molecular Crystals, Plenum (New York) , 1975.
8. LB. Danese, J. Chem. Phys. 61, 3071 (1974) .
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where is the nuclear-electron potential , v~ is the electron- electron

Coulomb interaction potential, p is the charge density, and a £ preceding
• a term indicates a POIT function.

In previous work9 we have reported the results of calculations
using only the t erms of A <E~~ > which are linear in Ap in a spin-
independent model. The present calculations extend this work to include
the term quadratic in Ap utilizing different orbitals for different spins
(spin-polarized) , i.e. , all terms in (1) were calculated.

III. RESULTS
- A. Excitation and Total Energy Calculations.

Any method with which one hopes to model erosion processes in gma
tubes must be able to accurately calculate excitat ions in .etals.10Siace
many radiationless transitions in solids have quasiatomic aspects , we
tested the ability of the method to accurately calculate excitations in
metallic atoms by calculati ng several x-ray satellite lines in aluminum.
These satellite line s occur near the core spectral lines, thoee of the
innermost electrons, as the outermost electrons undergo transitions.
The calc ulat ed and exper imental results , shown in Table I, indicate that
excitations in metallic atoms may be satisfactorily studied by the Xii
method. The results are the more strikin g since multiply ionized atoms
are being described by a single electron theory . The value of .  used in
each case is that which s~y be determined by satisfying the virial
theorem11

9. Douglas A. Ringers, “Electronic Excitation ig NO and ~I by
Non-*affin -Tin-X-Alpha Method”, UI Report 196$, US As~~ kiltotic
Research Laboratory, March 1977. (AD 1*037502)

10. L.I. Yin, I. Adler, T. Tuag, N.H. ~~em, D.A. Ringers —
~~ B.

Cras..ann, Pbys . Rev. ~~ 1070 (1014).
11. Douglas A. Ringers, “2. Calculation of Transition Bnergios in

*altiply Zomized Atoms ” , UI Memorandum Report No. 2766, June 1*77.
(AD 0*043091)
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P Table I. Experimentally Observed X-Ray Satellite Lines and Theoretically
Derived Transition Energies in )

~sltip ly Ionized Aluminum.

Experiment12 Theory

Initial Final Energy Shift
Diagram Satellite Energy Vacancy Vacancy With Respect
Line Line Difference Configuration Configuration To Diagram

(eV) of Satellite of Satellite Lines (eV)

K.1 5.69 ls2p 3P 2p,2p 6.90

K.4 11.85 ls2p 1D 2p,2p 12.00

K.2 Kci~ 19.71 ls2p 1S 2p,2p 19.63

K.2 23.56 ls2p 2p,3s 23.15

• Among the fi rst test molecules studied by the Xis ?14T method at the
Ballistic Research Laboratory were nitric oxide (NO), carbon monoxide
(Ca) , and sulfur nitride (SN). The open shell molecule NO
has been the subject of numerous experimental studies. This compound
is of fundamental importance in ballistics processes . It is a product
of many gas-phase reactions involving propellants and explosives, is
corrosive to metals, and is a product of many chemiluminescent reactions.
Since additionally a great amount of experimental information is avail-
able on NO it is a desirable molecule upon which to test the method.
t4ich of the same rationale applies to carbon monoxide, but from a
theoretical or modelling viewpoint it differs in that all electronic
occupied orbitals are fully occupied (closed shell) in the ground
state. Studies were also performed upon the molecule SN, since (SN)x
is an explosive13, one-dimensional conductor and is similar to NO in
electronic structure.

The calculations were perfor med in a spin-polarized mode (different
orbitals for different spins) for the ~tT and !Ilr-L corrections. Due
to their small size the PIIT-Q corrections were calculated in a nomspin—
polarized model. Partial wave expansions up to I. • 2 (“d functions ” )
were used on all centers . The e value s were those of the correspond-
ing atom (spin-p olarized) in the case of open shells) in the
atomic region s with a suitable average elsewhere . The computational
parameters are listed in Table II.

12. Ford , O.L , Phys. Rev. 41, 577 (1932) .
13. Sharma, J. , private ci ’ —iic ations .

13
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Table II. Calculational Parameters.

Molecule t’e °IS

NO 2.1755 .74725 .74115 .74432
CO 2.17 .74111 .75331 .74721
SN 2.8765 .74952 .72153 .73274

The test calculations on the NO molecule indicated that the linear
non-~~ffin-tin terms, E,, required little additional computer time beyond
a ~affin-tin calculatioft and amounted to 1 percent of the total calcu-
lated electronic energy of the molecules (Table III). This is on the
order of the bonding energy for many molecules and so is indeed important.
The quadratic term, EQ. took considerably longer and accounted for about
0.1 to 0.2 percent of the total electronic energy (Table III) for NO,
an amount which can be ignored for many, but perhaps not all, excitation
processes as calculated by total energy differences. When studying
excitation processes , one is interested in total energy differences and
the difference in quadratic terms between the ground state (gs) and
any excited state , 1., is , for NO,

I E~(gs) - EQ(i) I ( .07 ryd

If we consider only valence states , v ,

I E~(gs) - EQ(v) I ~ .02 ryd

Similar rasults were observed for SN. These results indicate that for
most excitations quadratic corrections will be on the order of one
•V or less.

Since the quadratic (1*fI-Q) ter* was the most computationa l ly
demanding, an effort to determine if there existed any predictable
dependence upon calculational parameters was in order. Such a depend-
ency would enable the P44’r-Q terms to be estimated for a desired set of
parameters from only a few well -chos en calculations.

In the study of NO the outer sphere radius was increased from a
value corresponding to the experimental separation of 2.1758
where the outer sphe re touches the atomic spheres and is just large

14. C. Herzb.rg, Molecular Spectra and Molecular Structure, I.
Spectra of Diatonic Molecules, Van Nostrand, Princeton, 1950.

14
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enough to enclos , them com pletely, to a value .4 au. larger. The
increase was in increments of .05 au. with atomic-sphere radii held
fixed. The calculations included both the terms which are first order
in Ap and those which are second -order . The dependenc y of the quadratic
t.rs upon outer sphere radius is approximately linear as shown in
Figure 3. The circles represent calculations where partial waves up
to £ • 2 were used on all centers and the squares represent calculations
using partial waves up to £ - 3.

For a fixed outer-sphere radius, the ratio of atomic-sphere radii
was allowed to vary from R.d/RO - .86 to R.d/RO - 1.17, where is the
radius of the sphere centered on the nitrogen nucleus and is the
radius of the sphere centered on the oxygen nucleus. The quadratic
correction was approximately linear in this case also (Figure 4).

The total energy, however , proved to have a nonlinear dependence
upon both atomic-sphere radius (Figure 5) and outer-sphere radius
(Figure 6) wi th a definite minimum in both cases. The minimum energy
occurred at a value of IL~/R.~ very near that which one would obtain
using the respective values of Slater atomic radii15. The energy
.ini* is aUght, amounting to only .15 rydberg less than that obtained
for an outer-sphere radius corresponding to the experi mental separation ,
and occurring about .2 a.u. larger than the value corresponding to the
experimental separation distance. The values of atomic- and outer-sphere
radii corresponding to the total energy minima were used in ensuing
calculations. The outer-sphere radius for NO of 2.3758, which corresponded
to the energy miniaim, was 0.2 a.u. larger than the mini~ am radius
required to enclose the atomic region, viz., 2.1758 a.u. This larger
value is markedly different from the radius usually chosen, i.e., the
.ini * radius necessary to enclose the atomic regions, and resulted
in improved results for dissociation energy and electronic excitation

• energies in NO.

Using these selected values of radii, calculations were made of
the orbital ionization energies in NO. The ionizat ion energies for
each occupied, single-electron orbital were calculated as total energy

L differences. In Table III are listed the ~~ffin-tin energy, linear
tair correction, quadratic Pirr correction, total energy, and ionization
potential. For comparison experimentally obtained values’6 of the
ionization potentials are also listed.

T T i ~er, ant~~ Theory of Molecules and Solids, Vol. 2,
McGraw-Hill, New York , 1965.

16. K. Siegbahn, et al., ESCA Applied to Free Molecules , North-Holland
Msterdas, 1971.

* The ord inate is taken as six-tenths of the to R0 ration for
convenience.

16
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p
These results are plotted in Figure 7. Note that the 1 w

level is above the s a level of corresponding spin, in disagreement

with reported overlapping-sphere calculations17, but supported by other

calculations’8. In the muffin-tin calculation without NMT corrections
these states are in the opposite order. For this simple system
omission of the NMT terms yields results which are not even qualita-
tively correct .

Similar calculations of the ionization energies for each valence
orbital were performed on SN with the results shown in Figure 8 and
listed in Table 4. In SN a situation similar to that in NO occurs:
the Pair corrections rearrange the ordering. This similarity in the
ordering of the ionization levels reflects the similar ground state
electronic structure of the two molecules. The ground state occupancy

c for NO is a core consisting of a closed shell (1 s shell) plus a

valence configuration of (3~)2 (4~)2 (5~)2 (ltr)4 (2w)1 while that of
SN consists of a somewha t larger core of closed shells plus a valence

configurat ion of (Sa)2 (60)2 (7~) 2 (2w) 4 (3w) 1.

Table IV. Binding Energy Contributions in SN (ryd.)

ORB. ~~~~ 
_ E

L EQ 
_E
T I~ (calc.)

3sf 900.5439 2.8089 .4355 902.9173 .63

2sf 900.1338 2.8355 .4233 902 .5460 1.00

2sf 900.1980 2.8409 902.6156 .93

7af 900.2938 2.5936 .4090 902.4784 1.07

7a# 900.3719 2.5385 902.5014 1.04
6af •~~~~. 899.8342 2.7212 .4115 902.1439 1.40
6a+ 899.8998 2.7189 902.2072 1.34

SoP 899.2885 2.5285 .3804 901.4366 2.11
899.3562 2.5220 901.4978 2.05

Gid. 901.2125 2.7791 .4461 903 .5455

17. D.R. Salahub and R.P. Messmer, J. Chem. Phys . 64 2039 , 1976.
18. P.E. Cade, W.M. Huo and J.B. C.reenshields Atoirc Data and Nuclear

Data Tables, 15, 1, 1975.
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p
Note that although th. total energy in the ground state of 514

is nearly 3.5 times that of NO, differing by over 600 rydbergs, the
respective linear and quadratic non-muffin tin corrections differ by
less than 0.2 rydberg.

A similar calculation on CO produced the results listed in Table
V and shown in Figure 9.

Table V. PINT Terms and Eigenvalues for CO.

Energy in ryd.
State -E(NT) _&E

L EQ -E.
~ 

-
~~ 

•cj (exP.) 19

0 Is 183.508 2.568 .390 185.686 39.69 39.86
C is 201.439 2.541 .267 203.713 21.66 21.77
3 a 220.846 2.152 .249 222.748 2.62 2.82
4 a 221.838 2.383 .301 223, 919 1.45 1.45
1 s 221.907 2.511 .274 224.150 1.22 1.24
$ a 222.295 2.415 .339 224.370 1.00 1.03
G.S. 223.217 2.472 .319 225.371 - -

The two excitations listed in Table 6 show that although the
muffin-tin is quite good for certain excitations, it cannot be relied
upon to give reasonable valu es for all excitat ions , whereas with the
Pill corrections all calculated e citst ions were quite satisfact ory.

Table VI . Excitations in NO (rydbergs).

Excitation

(l~)~ (3(~)
2 (2w)~ + (1~)~ (31,)2 (25)2 .56 .54 .53

(l~)~ (Sc)2 (21)1 4. (l~)~ (3q)l (25) 2 .34 .65 .63

a Average over values deduced from empir ical curves as given in
reference 20.

19. kgus , P., et al. Solid State Coma. 20, 5, 19Th.
20. L Pebure-Brion, H. and C.M. Moser , J.~~iem. Phys. 44 , 2951, 1966.
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B. Dipole Moment Calculations.

Previous calculations of the dipole moment using the muffin-tin
potent tal without the PINT corrections have been somewhat disappo int-
ing21’~~. These calculations, so far as can be determined, were all
done with an outer -sphere radius so chosen as just to encompass all . 4
atomic spheres. The present calculations indicate that the dipole
moment depends strongly upon outer- and atomic-sphere radii , as one
would intuitively expect . The dependence of the dipole moment upon
the ratio of atomic radii in NO is shown in Figure 10. When the
“energy selected” value of sphere radii is used, the dipole moment for
NO was calculated to be • 146 D.bye compared with an experimental value
of .15723,24 Debye. This value compares favorably with the result of
.147 Debye obtained in very-large-bas is-set calculations which included
configuration interaction 25 . Similar procedures for SN and CD, Table
VII , also were in agreement with experiment. -

Table VII. Dipole Moments of NO, SN, and CO.

~~tOrift1 Dipole Moment Slope at Equilibrita
Caic. Exp. Calc. Exp.

NO .146 .iS8 1.3 l.l~ (avg)
SN 1,834 1.80
CO .12 .112

The dependence of the dipole moment upon internuclear separation
was calculat ed for several distances in NO. The result of 1.3 D.bye/
bohr, Figure 11, is compared with a Bart ree-Fock calculation 26 (1.9
Debye/bohr) as well as with an experimental average27 31 of five
values (1.17 D.bye/bohx with standard deviation of 3.05 Debye/bohr) .

- - 
The effect of the dipole moment is thought to be important in explaining
the variat ion in work function with crystal symeetry plane32.

21. Li , C.H. , m t .  Jn l. Quant. C h .  SlO 193 (1976).
22. Woodruff, LB., and Wolfsb.rg, N .~7 Chem. Phys. 55, 3687 (1976) .
23. Burrus, C.A. and Graybeal, Phys. Rev. 109, 1553 (1~~$).
24. Nei ann, R.M. , Mtrop hys.-J . ~~~~~, 779 tT~~0).25. Bill ingsly II, F.P. , J. ch.m. PWys. ~~~, 864 (l97S).
26. ibid.
27. Schwin, B. and d ough, S.A. , J. Cha.. P

~b’ . 38, 1855 (1963).
2$. James, T.C., J. Chem. Phys. 

~Q, 762 (1904).
29. Schwin B. and Ellis, LB., J~~Cha.. Phys. 45, 252$ (1966).
30 Al ichel, C., J. Phys . (Paris) 

~7, 345 (lw) .
31. Chandraiah, G. and ø~o, C.L, J.~~~lec. Spectrosc. 

~~. 
134 (1973).

32. Scbaidt , S.D. , in Interactions on V tal Surfac•s, Springer-Verlag,
Heidelber g, p. $4 , 1976.
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C. Increasing the Accuracy of Total 5nergy Calculat ions.

The calculated excitations were in agreement with experiment.
These excitations, however, are calculated as differe nces in t.tal
energy between a ground and an excited state. Although this energy
difference may be sufficiently accurat e, the actual energy of both
states say be in error by a similar amount. For excitations, where
there would be an error c~nce11atton, this would be of little sOSCs?$.

On the other hand, when calculnting dissociation energies. ems
needs an accur ate value of the energy of the ground state of the
molecule. Now the energy difference is between the molgcular pound
state and the energy of the individual atoms when no longer found in
a molecule, i.e., at infinite separation. Thus there is no longes the
possibility of an error cancellation when comparing two aslecular
states both of which may be in error by a similar amount. Th.
dissociation energy was disappointing even with the calculated energy-
selected radii in which case it was 36% of the experimental value

33.
(Nevertheless, it ws~ a. definite improvement over the value of ortly 12%
of experiment which was obtained with an oute r-sphere radius cOrr!i pOIIding
to the equilibriun separation distance.) Increasing by one the amer of
partial waves used in the expansion resulted in a different , more negative
total electronic energy. Varying the outer-sphere radius to determine if

the aini in energy still occurred at the same value of outer-sphere
radius showed the total energy decreasing (Figure 12) until the ui*l*
outer-sphere radius, Just large enough to contain all atomic spheres.
was used. The dissociation energy for NO was now 72% of expsrjmeet.
Inclusion of one more term in t~he partial wave expansion i~~ssved this
to 98% of the experimental value for NO.

The same procedur. was used for CO with the results sa shosm in
Table VIII.

Table VIII. Calculated Equilibrita Separations and Dissociation
Energies for NO and CQ.

Co.11.ound Bquilibri~A Sepèrst ion DiisociatiOI~ Rlis*~gj’
(bohr) (eV)

Blip. Cslc. ‘E$p. ‘

~~~~~ ~I1d.
NO 2.175 2.162 6.5 6.4
CO 2.132 2.142 11.1 11.3

3L G. Hersberg, op cit.
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IV. COWCWSIONS

I~ny calculated values of excitation energies and ioiii uttom
potentials utilizing the multiple-scattering x-alpka method ~~ e b~~in good agreement with experiments. The inclusion of the tilT corrections
which have the ability to account, to a certain extent, for sos-ouffim-tia
portions of the potential has increased the usefulness of the method.
The non-muffin-tin (1(T) corrections have predicted binding for .ol cuios
which were previously unbound in calculations using the muffin-tin
potential.

The most important aspect of the present work is that a msthod mu
developed for performing accurate total energy calculations in the
x-alpha method without the usual arbitrariness in g.lection of para-
meters . One needs simply to us~ relatively high i-values (up to t4 in
NO, for example), choose the atomic spheres in the ratio of their Sister
atomic radii, and use an outer sphere radiuS equal to the internuclear
separation.

A systematic study of the dependence of the energy upon sphere
radii and i-values has yi.lded relationships for optimal choice of
sphere radii should the use of large i-values be undesirable. This
study has also suggested a method ~àr determining dipol• mü*,ts ef
improved accuracy.

The practical application of afi this 1. that the method now
appears viable for the study of chemisorption processes so lorg as
one includes tilT correction terms. A surface could be modeled as a
cluster of metallic atoms, as schematically illustrated in Pignes 13,
while a gaseous species is *1lowed to approach. An accurate detarmima.
tion of the potential ensrgy-~~ ves for different chemisorption sits.
would yield the forces upon the gas. For different gaseous speai.s,
atoms and molecules, one could then determine relative metal-gas
adsorption energies, preferred adsorption sites, and in the case of
molecules, preferred orientation. An accurate calculation of dissociation
energies is essential to the study of chemisorpt ion and the ch ical
interactions of metal surfaces with gaseous species . The calculated
values of dissociation energy for ND and CO provide an impetus for
applying the method to metal-gas systems where the ability to obtain
accurate values of these properties would be a significant step in the
creation of a detailed microscopic theory of erosion.

I

i
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